
Portland Vancouver Rowing Association 
Trailer Parking 

 
Trailer Parking 
Trailers usually begin arriving on Thursday.  Refer to the Trailer Parking Lot map to direct trailers to the 
next available spot. Direct trailers to their spot in the exact order that is given on the map and check to be 
sure that they are leaving enough room for the next trailer to get into their spot. THIS IS VERY 
IMPORTANT!  Otherwise we may not be able to get everyone in or there may not be enough room for 
trailers to leave when they want. 
 
There are four sections on the map.  Direct trailers in section order and then in numerical order.  Give the 
trailer driver a copy of the map so that they are clear on where they are going and one parking permit. 
 
ONLY vehicles with a trailer attached or which have a trailer lot parking pass displayed are allowed 
to enter the trailer lot. 
 
Take no bribes!  NO VEHICLES WITH CAR-TOP CARRIERS ARE ALLOWED TO ENTER THE TRAILER 
LOT.  (There is a loading zone reserved for car-top carriers next to the trailer lot entrance.) 
 
Tell the trailer driver when you give the pass: 
 

 Must have pass displayed in their car to enter the lot 
 

 Note times on the pass that the parking gate will be open 
 

 Other times, key will be available at the volunteer checkin. 
 
Parking 
Section 1:  Drive down the main/center road, taking the first left and then enter section 2 to the right.  Back 
down the path into designated parking spot in Section 1.  (DO NOT ALLOW ANY TRIALER TO PARK IN 
THE NO PARKING SECTION.) 
 
Section 2:  Drive down the main/center road, taking the first left and then enter section 2 to the right.  Pull 
far enough forward so that trailer can back into the designated space. 
 
Section 3 and 4:  Drive down main/center road past left turn almost to end where there is a right turn.  Pull 
into section 4, turning left and back straight down the middle of the grass to parking spot. 
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